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MESTIÎIG III THE SECRETARY GERERAI*S ROOM

August 13, 1919, at 3.30 p.m.

PRBSEUT : - SSBRBTAHY GEHERAL, DE. I. ITITOBE, ME. C0IRA1I, M.

COMERT, ME. SALTER, M. VARIEZ, DE, PAWLEY BATE, CAPTAIIÏ

MALTESE.

The SECRETARY GERE AL said that the proposed weekly

meeting would, he thought, "be useful in keeping different
sections in touch with the work that other sections were

doing. It was hoped to arrange for a Weekly Summary to "be

circulated of all important papers received and sent out, "but

this meeting would he additional to that. He thought it

might he useful if he explained in general terms the immediate

prospects of the future of the League as he saw it.

1. The move to Switzerland. It would he for the Council

to decide whether it was competent for Switswrland to join

the ©ague with the reservation that this decision must he

confirmed hy a popular vote. The Legal Section were of opinion

that this would he in order. If, therefore, the Assembly were

held in ];Qvembs?r the move would he made during or immediately

after this time. If the Assembly were postponed to the spring

he still thought it would he better to move during the winter,

and he accordingly anticipated moving to Switzerland during the

winter in any case.

UO l ÏS-lf18-SLf.

2. The Meeting of the Council. This must take place

as soon as the Treaty comes into force. There was



some question as to the legal status of the Council "before
all Slates represented on it had ratified. Our view is that
it would "be competent to make decisions. Meanwhile, M., fASf
DIBIT'S Committee in Paris has made some recommendations "base,

on an opposite view. S.G. had written privately about it
and hoped this would "be effective.

3. The Organisation Committee. It had "been hoped to have

a meeting a fortnight ago, "but, chiefly ftwing to the position
in America, it had "been found necessary to postpone it. It
would probably now not meet again. This was tiresome, but we
?;#ast make the best of it. •

4. Agenda for Council Meeting. Should this consist of
s imply of immediate questions arising out of the Treaty, or
should it be vd.der? It would probably have to be wider, e.g.

the question of publicity must be considered. The early
establishment of the Permanent Court was also very important.
As to this, he hoped, if M. PICHOH agreed, to obtain the
consent of the Organisation Committee to the summoning of a

preparatory Commission of experts by circulating to that
Committee a list of persons he proposed to invite. Thirdly,
the Military Commission must come into existence quickly,
because it would have to advise on conditions of admission for

e.g. Finland, Georgia, San Marino, etc. Some disarmament move
was also urgently necessary for the sake of public opinion.

5. Adhesion of Heutral States. The Argentine

Paraguay have formally declared their intention to adhere



adhere, Chile has shown signs of a similar intention,

the Spanish Cortes have approved a proposal to adhere,
m

6# Date of the Meeting of the Assembly, This was a mat¬

ter which the Council must decide. Some thought it was

necessary to hold it as soon as possible, chiefly in order
publicly

that the economic position of the world might be^ discussed.
There were important arguments on the other side, e.g.,

( 1 ) danger that its meeting would be ineffective and merely

a debatej {ll) difficulty of getting the chief men soon

after Paris breaks up, (lll)plans for permanent Court

could not be ready; (l?) gestion of admission of Germany.

• H. CdCERf said that from a propaganda point of

view there would be great difficulty in defending the

admission of Germany as an act of the first Assembly.

People would say "this is what you have been aiming at

all the time". Even if Germary were admitted to the

Labour Conference this would not immediately improve the situa

tion as regards her admission to the League, He saw the

danger that Germany might be driven to make common cause

with Russia if She ?;ere denied admission to the League,

but from the point of view of his Section, he was bound to
made

say his work would be very difficult if her admission was
A

allowed too soon.

M, VARIEE gave a short account of the position

arising out of the decision at the Trade Unions Congress at

Amsterdam not to Send delegates to the Washington Conference

unless Germany were invited. The Germans at Amsterdam

had shown no change from their old spirit of wanting to
\ \

V\ ;

be at the head and did not make a very good impression.

MR, SALTER said that it would certainly be \

necessary for an International Conference on economic subjects



to "be held this winter. The International Economic

Council wa; to meet at Washington next month, and he hoped

to be present at the meetings. It was likely that at
those meetings the Germans would be ashed to be present,
not as members of the Council, but to take part in particu¬

lar discussions. This \vould he something of a bridge towards
their ultimate admission to international bodies. The

Council, however, though it would include four neutrals, was
based on the authority of the Allies.

Pealing with the present work of his Section, he
mentioned the Statistical Meeting to be held at Sunderland
House on August 14 and 15, and the collection of economic
information on which eight governments had already sent the
official information which he had asked for, and others had

promised to do so. He had also begun the work of preparing
Eeports on the application of the economic sanction of Article
XVI, but this was only the beginning of a very long draxrn-out
job.



 


